At Rondra in Carmignano di Brenta (Pd)

A solution for problems
of even thicnkess and colour
in the powder coating of complex surfaces
Anver – Vimercate (Mb)

The company
Rondra is a company specialized in the manufacture of tubular multi column radiators. It was born
in 1977 in Tenero, on the Ticinese bank of Lake
Maggiore. After the acquisition by Zilio Group,
which includes Aquasystem, a company manufacturing tanks, autoclaves and expansion tanks, in
2003 the company transferred the sales offices as
well as the production site in Italy, in Carmignano
di Brenta (fig. 1). This was part of an evolution
aimed at joining the Swiss high quality standard
1 - Near Padua there is the with the Italian design and exclusive finishes oblarge Rondra’s factory,
tained thanks to new technologies and automaa company specialized
tions.
in the manufacture of
tubular radiators.
Both products lines are manufactured in a unique
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factory divided into two units, each equipped with
an independent powder coating line. For the Padua
company study of the finishing and customization
of the product are two pluses offered to customers:
for these reasons the relationship with the powder
coating supplier is very strong and colours are developed on demand for the designer or architect or,
still, for the final customer. Moreover the choice
of powder coating is important from a functioning
viewpoint, as there are coatings able to depress the
performance of the radiator, lowering it up to a 2030%, with a following waste of energy.
“Rondra’s are high-end radiators– Simone Zilio,
general manager, explains. We manufacture the
most complete range of radiators on the market,
like multi column from 2 to 6 columns (fig. 2), from
20 cm to 3 m of height,
or tubular with special
profiles that we have
developed in collaboration with our supplier
Marcegaglia. We do
manufacture radiators
with round, flat, square
profile but the real innovation is the radiator with a low working
temperature (30-40 °C):
thanks to a particular
profile, with a largely
wider surface than the
classic tube, the performance is higher, heat
exchange larger, and an
air channel (like a third
chimney) is created
which produce a linear
ventilation (fig. 3)”. “It
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2 - On the left above a
radiator with 6 elements.
3 - Above a radiator
with a particular round
profile with high caloric
performance.

tanks starts from the
purchase of steel and
tube from Marcegaglia.
The product is formed,
transformed and welded automatically with
different technologies
(braze welding, flashwelding).
Subsequently radiators
are tested to 13 bar in a
water tank, then they
proceed to finishing.
The whole process is
managed by a bar code
system.
The coating line for radiators and expansion
tanks is equipped with
three automatic booths:
each one applies one of
the company’s colours:
red, blue, and white.
The colour change on
this line is not a bottleneck, while it is for the
radiators coating line,
which is equipped with
rapid colour change
booths.

The finishing of
radiators
4 - An open/close
valve of a radiator.

is evident that aesthetic and finish are two essential elements for our market: the task of enhancing
the research and design behind the product is up
to them – goes on Zilio – for this reason each component of the radiator, like valves, washers, tubes,
supporting shelves (fig. 4) is coated inside our factory with the same finish of the radiator they are
destined to”.
In virtue of its own production philosophy, the
company manages altogether more than 200 colours: in 2008, for instance, it managed 192 colours
for just one customer.

The production
The production process of both radiators and
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Radiators’ finishing cycle provides, as a first
step, a white cataforesis: at the beginning the primer was grey, but the
choice of the white colour allowed to optimize the
finish thickness, lowering it from 80-90 micron to
50 micron.
Subsequently the pieces are powder coated on a
coating line equipped with two on-line booths.
The first one is automatic, with a belt recovery
system, and with reading sensors for height and
width of the pieces. These sensors allow to move
reciprocators and spray guns (fig. 5) in order to
get the best quality according to the shape of the
piece.
This first booth usually applies only the white colour (fig. 6), which represents at present the 80% of
the overall Rondra’s production. “While the production process is managed by batches, the finishing is done by job order - Simone Zilio explains.
The reason for this is because we do manage ra42_Verniciatura Industriale_497_settembre_2009
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5 - A tubular radiator
entering the coating
booths before the
application of the powder.

diators which are completely different one another in shape and size.
This system allows us to
place the right number
of spray guns according to the kind of piece
is entering the coating
booth (fig. 7)”.
The second booth can
be automatic or manual
on demand, and it can
coat very small batches.
In order to optimize the
qualitative performance
of coating, to guarantee
high quality finishes
and forefront radiators, and to cut down
powder consumption,
Rondra has recently installed the Ate’s Atimix
System (fig.8), an equipment able to optimize
the electrostatic spraying, to cut down the disturbing static charges
and to take advantage
of magnetism in favour
of application output.
After the installation
of the Atimix System,
Rondra has had a double advantage:
o a sensitive reduction
of powder coating consumption, an average
10-15%
o improved penetration of the coating and a
more even film.
“The applied thicknesses vary sensitively
according to the radiator’s shape – goes on
Zilio. They do fluctuate between 150 and
200 micron, up to 300
on 6 columns radiators.
We do not often got an
even and complete film
of powder on each side
of the radiator because
in order to penetrate
with the paint in the
most hidden parts of
the piece, the operator
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6 - Below, the radiators
are automatically coated
with a white colour.
7 - On the right below,
the right number of spray
guns function according
to the shape of the
various radiator in order
to eliminate excessive
overspray.
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had to spray with more violence. This was due to the Faraday cage effect
and the consequence was an uneven accumulation of the powder coating
on the piece, in particular on its external side. Since we have installed Ate’s
equipment on the coating booths, the spray of coating is less violent, we use
less pressure – both air and powder – and we get a better distribution of the
powder and a more even final colour”.
“The absolute perfection will be to coat even in the area between element
and element, with a full cover (at present it is only possible to get a 180°
cover). But this a critical area because we constantly push the coating process
to the limits: the risk is to have drippings if we apply too much paint or to
do not cover enough the piece, if we apply too little paint – our guest closes.
Up to today the use of the Atimix equipment is limited to the radiator’s coating line, but seen the very positive results we’ve got, we are considering its
installation also on the tanks’ coating line.
This considered, I think that the Atimix advantages will always be more tangible on the radiator’s coating line because these pieces have a more complex
surfaces and the penetration issues are completely different than those give
by a flat surface like the one of tanks”.

8 - The Atimix System, installed inside Rondra’s
factory in order to improve the usage of static charge
and favour the flow of coating on the pieces.
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